2006 mercury milan battery

There are many different issues that can cause the problem. This article is written with the
assumption that you are looking for a way to get your Mercury Milan started now, and is meant
to provide you with practical advice to help aid in the diagnosis. There are really two main ways
that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump list below to move to your particular situation.
But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if it were cranking but will not start. Here are
some of the most common issues that cause a vehicle to not crank:. While the battery cables
are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your Milan to not start, they are some of the
easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the battery poles where the cables connect. If there
appears to be green or white corrosion all around it, cleaning them may help get you back on
the road. If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your Milan will not
start. You can take your battery up to the local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested
to see if it is still holding a charge. A bad alternator can cause your battery to lose enough
charge to start your Milan. When a starter goes bad, they will usually not give you much
warning first. Also, if you are stuck somewhere and are trying to start your Milan, the old beat
the starter with a hammer trick is not a wives tale. It really can get that one last start out of it.
There are a lot of issues that can cause your Milan to crank, but not start. The engine needs air,
fuel, and a spark in order to run. It is highly likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting
that it has thrown an OBDII code. It is definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and
see if the engine has thrown any trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is
saying is wrong with your engine. By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in
general will lead you to a detailed diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel
getting into the combustion chamber, the Milan will crank, but not start. One of the biggest
issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the
engine will not start. Ignition issues can be caused by many things, including bad spark plugs ,
bad coil packs, bad plug wires, computer issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad
as well. When these sensors go bad, it can be impossible for your Milan to start. Most modern
vehicles come with smart keys that have electronic protection built in. This makes it more
challenging for thieves to steal them. There are occasions where this security system will cause
the Milan to not start. There are a lot of issues that can cause your Milan to not start. There are
many reasons that your Milan may not start. Tracking them down can be downright challenging.
With enough time and patience, you can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good luck with the
diagnosis. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank
you. Battery Cables While the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause
your Milan to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery
no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your Milan will not start. Otherwise, it may be
the starter that you need to look at. Ignition Issues One of the biggest issues that causes a
vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues. Security Most modern vehicles come with smart
keys that have electronic protection built in. Other Issues There are a lot of issues that can
cause your Milan to not start. Want the best? Visit Firestone Complete Auto Care. Cars and their
batteries may be created equal, but they certainly don't stay that way. At Firestone Complete
Auto Care, you can get a reliable battery for your Mercury Milan plus super fast battery testing
and quick replacement. We only sell and install the top automotive battery brand in the U. And
this means that when you come to see the expertly trained technicians at your nearest Firestone
Complete Auto Care you're getting the best Milan car battery at a great price. View the available
Milan battery sizes and book an appointment online for your car battery replacement. It's so
easy! Your local Firestone Complete Auto Care is even open late and on weekends, just for you!
We know car batteries like to die at the most inconvenient times. Search For Batteries All fields
are required Year. ZIP code is needed for local pricing. Get Battery Pricing. Find Store. Find a
Different Location Find a Store. Do you want to change your Preferred Store? Yes No. This site
uses cookies to enhance your user experience. By continuing to browse our website, you agree
to use these cookies. For more information on what cookies we use and how to manage these
cookies please visit our Privacy policy. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October in
Ford. Two Mondays in a row, I've gone out to start my car to head to work only to find a dead
battery. Last week, my local Ford dealership theorized that it was a result of corrosion. They
cleaned things up, and I was able to drive the car to work on Thursday and Friday. It's back at
the dealership. In the meantime, I was wondering if anyone else has experienced anything
similar. NOTE: I don't drive the car on weekends. October It's a Mercury Milan Premier. The
dealership called today to tell me that it's not the battery. They're still trying to find why, if not
driven every day, it won't start. My Mazda 6 is a and I am on my 3rd battery. There has been
more corosion at the connection points than I have had on earlier cars, but the battery has been

dead each time it ran out of charge. Similar set up to the Milan. November My car was parked at
the airport for three days and when I got back the battery barely started the car. The valet
brought the car up, turned it off, and left the radio on. The car would not start immediately but
after taking the key out and waiting 5 minutes the car started. Seems like a car with only 20K
miles and in use for a little over a year would not have a bad battery. Did you get an answer to
your question about the battery not holding a charge? Any alternatives other than the dealer? If
the battery is under warrantee, then the dealer is certainly the best choice. Of course, you
should have the electrical system tested in case it isn't the battery. BTW, have you added
anything to your car that might draw current when the car is off, like an alarm system? It's
under warranty - let the dealer check the entire system and replace the battery. Shouldn't be an
issue. August Did you ever find out what was wrong with you car? I have the same problem
right now. It was apparently caused by the XM receiver that I had plugged into the auxiliary
outlet. It's no longer a problem since I canceled XM but kept Sirius. January My mother in law
owns a Mercury Milan. It has had repeated problems with holding a charge on the battery. It has
been to the dealership three times and they say it is because she does not drive it enough. She
has owned the car over a year and driven only miles. Does anyone else have a similar problem?
Is there a solution? Thinking about installing a trickle charger in the engine compartment to
maintain the charge if this is not covered by warranty. Looking for someone with the same
problem and what can be done about it. The problem you describe would occur with any car
that receives so little use. It is extremely unlikely that this would be covered under warranty. A
trickle charger would be a possible solution. Of course, then the question is how long does it
need to be driven to get back up to near full charge? I'm guessing that driving once per day for
3 miles is probably more of a problem for a battery than driving once per week for 20 miles.
Trickle charger for sure. That's just not enough driving to keep the battery charged. You should
be able to wire it up so it can be plugged in through the front grille without opening the hood.
After sitting36hrs, the mercury Milan won't start. We replaced the battery last week and took it
to the dealer when it happened again two days later. We have no added features such as alarms
or satellite radio beyond what came with the car. The car is less than a year old. The dealer
could not find the problem. Any ideas? Could be a short or a bad radio, etc. Turn everything off
and wait at least 30 minutes. Then check the current draw. If it's more than 0 start pulling fuses
one at a time until it stops. That will tell you which circuit is drawing current. If pulling fuses
doesn't stop it then it's a short somewhere which is harder to find. I would go elsewhere, then
go back and tell them that a dif dlr fixed it by troubleshooting the obvious. Then I would write
Ford and ask them why one dlrship was able to fix it right away, yet the other says we don't
know. Recently, I read that the car should be run at least every 30 days, otherwise the battery
can be depleted. There a lot of electrical systems still active even though the car is off.
December Try removing the bulb from the trunk light - my light was staying on due to a faulty
switch and draining my battery slowly; had a dead battery when not driving for a few days Sign
In or Register to comment. Contrary to popular belief, Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicles do
not come equipped from the factory with a standard alarm system. Instead, the Ford Motor
Company equips its vehicles with a passive anti-theft system, known as P. If the P. Either way,
you must reset it before you can operate the Mountaineer. Unlock the door and insert the
programmed key into the ignition and start the Mountaineer. In most cases this will reset the P.
In the event it does not, move on to Step 2. If the system is in active mode, the little red flashing
light on the dash will be blinking rapidly, at roughly twice the speed of its normal, passive mode
blinking rate. Verify that you have the correct key or try another known good key, and wait for
15 minutes to pass before repeating Step 1. At that time, the little red light should return to
blinking at the slower, passive rate. If, once again, the Mountaineer fails to start, continue to
Step 3. Raise the hood and use the battery terminal wrench, or a standard box wrench, to
remove the negative battery cable. Wait 15 minutes before reconnecting the cable, then repeat
Step 1. If your Mountaineer still will not start, an
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d the flashing red light begins blinking rapidly when you attempt to start it, something is
obviously malfunctioning. Either have the key reprogrammed or have more extensive
troubleshooting and repairs done to the P. Allen Moore's career includes awards in poetry and
creative fiction, published lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as well as a master
certification in automotive service from the Ford Motor Company. Moore is a contributing writer
for RF Step 1 Unlock the door and insert the programmed key into the ignition and start the
Mountaineer. Step 2 Verify that you have the correct key or try another known good key, and

wait for 15 minutes to pass before repeating Step 1. References Ford-Trucks. While it is
extremely uncommon for a P. Additionally, the system has a halo around the ignition tumbler,
which verifies the key is programmed to the specific vehicle, and a transponder. Both of these
can malfunction. Key programmed to your Mercury Battery terminal wrench optional.

